
The average attention span
of an adult in 2020, so hook your
audience in the first ten seconds.

Of interactions with video online
are shares, meaning more of an

audience for you.

38%
VIDEO CONTENT IDEAS

FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HAVE A DESIGNATED
SPACE

CHECK YOUR SIZE SPECS

STUDIO LIGHTING

DON’T USE PHONE ZOOM

USE MANUAL FOCUS

EDIT ON YOUR COMPUTER

SCRIPT/PLAN

SETUP A BACKDROP

CONTROL YOUR SOUND

DON’T SHOOT VERTICAL

USE EXPOSURE LOCK

USE WHAT YOU’VE GOT

USE A TRIPOD

Happenings within your
company or in regards to a
product

Finding the space to make videos can be
one of the hardest parts of staying consistent.
Leave your setup in place for ease of use.

Always go in with a plan. It’s easy to ramble
on or segway o� onto a completely di�erent
train of thought. Stay on topic by sticking
to your plan.

Set a neutral background. Some people use
just a single color backdrop whereas some
build one out of pallets. It all depends on
your business and its aesthetic.

We hear sound before we see light so poor
audio quality can throw us out of a video
pretty fast. Make sure there aren’t any
obnoxious noises or loud AC units.

Unless your project calls for it specifically, we
live in a horizontal world and most people turn
their phones to view video horizontally. So turn
that phone when filming.

Auto-exposure is great if you’re walking in and
out of buildings into the sun but when you’re in a
single location, use exposure lock to stay consistent.

You don’t need thousands of dollars to get started
making videos for your business. Look around, assess
what you have and get moving. People have made
great content on an iPhone and terrible content on
35mm film. What matters is the story you’re telling.

The zoom feature on phones almost always leads
to a pixelated picture so take the time to get
your camera set in the right position or invest
in a wide angle lens.

Auto-focus can be a great tool but it can also pinpoint
other elements to focus on that aren’t your subject. Set
up your camera to have clear focus and put it into manual
mode so it doesn’t shift in the middle of your video.

Yes, you can edit on your phone, and if you’re in need of a
fast editing job then by all means, do it. But your capabilities
increase significantly when you edit your video on a computer.

Every output channel has di�erent
specifications. If your video’s only going
to Instagram, 1080px x 1080px will be fine
but on Youtube it won’t come across.

Invest in some simple lights, they don’t have
to be fancy but make sure your subject is
warmly lit.

Shaky camera work can be jarring unless that’s
the look you’re going for. Throw your camera up onto
a tripod for stability.

Teach your audience
something new

At an event, working on your
website, burning the midnight oil,
showcase these moments live

Highlight all of the promotions
you’re running so your audience
knows they heard it first

Ice bucket challenges and
funny meme wars are awesome,
so become a part of it

Everyone loves free stu�, this
is also a great way to get your
audience to interact with you

Takes your audience behind
the curtain of your business

At a tradeshow or volunteering
in your community? Showcase

where you’re at

Product launches, improvements
or uses can all be showcased

through video

Did something funny or terrible
happen? Maybe you have an epic

start-up story, showcase it

The best kind of content comes from
your customers. Share them using your

product or service

Whether its a customer, a
team member or a founder, your

audience likes to put names to faces

DIY / HOW-TO

GIVEAWAYS & CONTESTS

LIVE VIDEO

PROMOS & DEALS

TRENDING

BEHIND THE SCENES

EVENTS

INTERVIEW / Q&A

PRODUCTS

STORY TIME

CUSTOMER-GENERATED

13 TIPS FOR CREATING VIDEOS
FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
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